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T he lirst snakeskin inlay I ever saw was on a custom
rod that FU17 Morgan had made lor his grandson.
Prior to that Ihad seen snake skins on belts, belt buckles,

boots, hat bands, wallets etc, but never on a custom rod. Al
though I"m not a snake lover Idid like the way their skins looked
on custom rods. Perhaps il was because of the diamond pattern
on rattlesnake skins.

My search for snake skins that would meet the requirements lor
inlaying on rods began. Because the diameter of rods have been
reduced signilicantly ~ was necessary to find skins that were small
enough so the diamonds or design was visible on the top side 01
the rod with out wrapping completely around the rod.

Verysoon Idiscovered that a rattlesnake skin was generally wide
enough to wrap around yourarm. Also that dried snake skins be
come still and the scales curled much li ke lish scales do when dry.
Idea snake skin are: small skins, with beautiful patterns, no scales.

Myfirst attempt in applying a snakeskin to a rod blank was an
absolute disaster! All of the problems stemmed Irom the ty peof
adhesives Iwas attempting to use and the lact that the skins have
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a lot and Imean a lot of stretch, and this distorts the diamond
pattern you are attempting to display if they are not applied w~h

even pressure. Alter many lailures Idiscovered that U-40 Color
lock 2, was the correct adhesive to use. Latter in this article I will
explai n how to apply color lock.

One of my other problems was how to wrap the skin around the
rod blankand be able to create a near seamless connection on the
back side 01 the rod. Fortunately, this was one problem that was
easily accomplished. The procedure lor doing this will also be
covered in the how to portion 01 this article.

Well this sort of covers how Igot into applying snake skin inlays to
custom rods. The remaining part 01 this article will be dedicated to
the steps necessary to apply them to your custom rods.

The following picture shows the dillerent skins (some dyed in
dillerent colors) that are available.
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5~ l Rod Preparation: Scuff the localion where
the inlay is to be applied w~h Scotch Bright. Deter

mine the length of the inlay. Wrap the beginning and end para
meters w~h masking tape and mark the 0 and 180 degree axis on
both. This will provide the capability to align the pattern just like
you would do when you do a diamond or chevron thread wrap.

5"'f'~ Remove under layer of
skin. When the skin is cut in step 4,

~ leaves a small pieceof skin underneath the top
skin. This is easi ly removed by lilting the top skin and
pulling the skin underneathIrom the rod. When the skin is
removed, apply more color preserver and close the seam by
pushing both sides together.

The following picture is the completed inlay without finish. While
Iwas doing this inlay Idecided to include a matching inlay on the
handle.

StAll 6.. Square ends of inlay. Wrap mas king tape
liT around each end of the inlay to square the ends. Use

a razor blade to trim the ends of the skin following the masking
tape as a guide. Again, be careful , the skin cuts veryeasy so only
a little pressure is required.

5'feP i':. Finish. Apply at least two coats of color
-,. preserver to the inlay. Make sure each end is com

pletely sealed. lithe snake skin inlay is not completely sealed
when finish is applied, il will wick into the inlay and create very
ugly black spots and streaks!
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~ I: Create near seamless connection. At the 180
-'

1fT degree axis (back side 01 the inlay) over lap the skin
making sure ~ is glued down with color preserver. Tape a small
metal ruler to the rod blank that is aligned with the eenternne
ma rks on the masking tape. Use a new razor blade to cut along
the ruler to slice through two layers of the skin. Be careful, the
skin cuts veryeasy so not much pressure is required. Avoid
excessive pressure to avoid damaging the rod.

5flfll.1' .7.. Apply color preserver to rod blankand theliT back side 01 the skin. Then place the skin on the 0
degree center line aligning the center of the pattern to the ma rks
on the mas king tape. Smooth the skin with your lingers then roll
the rod and smooth the sink to the 180 degree localion. Repeat
this process for the other side 01 the skin so both sides end at the
180degree location. If the skin has any wrinkles, pull loose and
smooth again. Be careful not to stretch the skin so much that it
distorts the pattern. In the event the color preserver becomes too
dry, apply more to allow movement of the skin.

5'fs7 7: Cut Skin to size. Place the skin on the rodliT and determine the best place where the best design
can be achieved. Take measurements then cut the skin a little
larger than required.
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